
Thomas Kraemer         10/15/2023  
145 West 71 Street Apt 8G 
New York, NY 10023 
E: kraemer.tom@gmail.com  
C: 646-528-3124 

Federal Trade Commission 
Technology Enforcement Division  
Bureau of Competition  
Room CC-5422 
600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW,  
Washington, DC 20580 

Request for warning letters in accordance with the FTC Act - 15 U.S.C. §§ 41-58, Section 

609(e) and anti competition law be sent to APPLE, its security contractors OIC Security and 

NYPD Security. This in connection to my identity theft, theft of patented software, intellectual 

property belonging to my NY company Kraemer Design Inc., grand larceny in the first degree, 

attempted murder under the Color of Law, by law enforcement using their credentials to non-

judicially alter [ wiretap ] my APPLE COMPUTER products operating system during sales 

transactions to steal from me and my business Kraemer Inc. This in furtherance of appointing a 

federal judge applicant to which I was an impediment via this pay-to-play scheme. 

The thefts are verifiable via a SEIM audit, documentation from one highly trained Apple 

employee, by various NYPD who showed up at Apple Stores to intimidate me from making 

business purchases of Apple software that would interfere with the illegal wiretap and one death 

threat from Apple's outsourced Security OIC employee as I was leaving the Apple Store on Fifth 

Avenue.  

I BACKGROUND  

1. NYPD and private security firm OIC have been treating Apple computer stores like their   

 personal candy stores for identity theft proscribed by 15 U.S.C.§ 609(e) on behalf of their  

 bribe and actual clients in conflict with federal privacy, consumer law and RICO. 
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2. NYPD sought favors on behalf of their bribe clients from Apple’s outsourced security firm  

 OIC (comprised of former NYPD) NYPD Security and select Apple employees to alter my  

 Apple computer products operating software to make them REMOTELY ACCESSIBLE  

 [ non-judicial wiretap ] sending an unaware customer [ myself ] out the door after making a  

 purchase with hacked devices intended to harm me and my business.  These toxic Apple  

 devices were shared with an array of private security companies that used their access to  

 steal income, steal IP and maim their target as intended as a means of witness suppression.   

 09/18/2023 SEIM AUDIT.     

  

3. AGREEMENTS AMONG COMPETITORS  

 NYPD AND OIC Security conspired with Allied Universal Security, Paragon Security,  

 Global Security, union members, Police Benevolence Association and the Detectives  

 Endowment Association to use the hacked access for my witness suppression to facilitate  

 the 2014 federal judge appointment of Northampton County PA Republican Judge Edward  

 Smith.  

4. The bribe clients were:  

 (i) Nine officers of the Court in Northampton County PA that profited from Judge Edward  

 Smith’s silent approval of medical fraud, genetic mental retardation billing code ICD-9   

 MR317 for which the court officers took bribes from a special education contractor to  

 also silently approve ICD-9 MR317 in contravention to State and Federal court rulings.   

 SELLING my daughter to the special education contractor. After Republican Judge Edward  

 Smith was nominated 08/01/2013 by Democratic President Obama for federal judge they  

 attempted Emilie’s murder while keeping me busy with the illegal remote access to my  

 business computers. Local police did nothing and facilitated the attempted murder. 
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5.  (ii) Two NYC Republican extremist Ultra Orthodox Jewish landlord leaders Jona Rechnitz   

 and Jeremy Reichberg conspired with my landlord Florence Edelstein to gas me out of my   

 apartment while Republican Judge Smith went through federal nomination hurdles from   

 2011 to 2014.  

6. This was the reason for what had to be the substantial budget, and resources allocated  

 resulting in a very aggressive effort to blunt my communication and attempt to murder me in  

 New York after Judge Smith was appointed Federal Judge.  

7. They diluted and poisoned our democracy. Extremist Republican Orthodox Jews  

 Jona Rechnitz and Jeremy Reichberg were part of Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu’s inner  

 circle. 2023 Netanyahu dismantled Israel’s judiciary on behalf of the Republican Orthodox   

 Jews which set off huge riots by the liberal Jews in Israel. When Republican Orthodox  

 Jewish foreign agents Jona Rechnitz and Jeremy Reichberg bribed NYPD to dilute our    

 democracy and poison our federal judiciary with a Republican judge that manufactured  

 mental disabilities in minors that would facilitate the nursing home industry (something  

 Jona Rechnitz had a personal interest in) it was consistent with Netanyahu’s designs on  

 dictatorship in Israel by minimizing the rights of its liberal population. [ Shlomo Rechnitz ] 

8. 06/2016 16-MAG-3919 many NYPD commanders, chiefs, and inspectors were charged by  

 the FBI for taking bribes from the Orthodox Jewish Republican landlord leaders 

 Jona Rechnitz and Jeremy Reichberg. However, they were not charged for this crime which  

 they concealed from the authorities. Quite easily among the more egregious crimes one  

 could commit and was recognized as crimes 06/2023 by the PA Inspector General and  

 07/2023 the NY Attoreny General, but still no arrests by the FBI.   
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9.  They used the hacked access to track and threaten me for content I typed into Pages,  

 (Apple’s proprietary word-processing software) in real-time. Typically, for reporting to the  

 federal authorities my daughter’s child trafficking from a public school district. The  

 impetuous for my identity theft has to do with my uncovering of their violent child  

 trafficking business at a public school district that ensnared my daughter, the judge who  

 approved it, and the access to my Apple devices used for a Pay-to-Play scheme in  

 furtherance of the judge [ Involved in the sale of children to special education contractors ]  

 appointment to federal judge.  

10. My observation has since been corroborated by the New York Times after I wrote to them  

 which resulted in the arrests of five special education contractors. NY Times 12/29/2022 

11. The business of violently trafficking normal, difficult to teach children [ typically from   

 abusive homes ] out of regular education into special education—self-dealing to outside   

 contractors—is huge. Teacher unions are behind it and for every normal child fraudulently   

 converted into a special education client brings with it a windfall of government money.  

12.  THE COMPUTER TAMPERING AT APPLE STARTED 2011 JUST AFTER ED SMITH  

 APPLIED FOR FEDERAL JUDGE. A small group of APPLE employees knowingly lied to  

 me about my computer complaints citing virus issues and repeatedly told me to wipe the  

 hard drive to remove the “virus.” The “virus” was a customized NYPD Mobile Device  

 Management application, combined with altering my computers SSH default settings to  

 allow remote access installed at APPLE.  
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13. The select employees were part of a scheme and were sent to intercept me when I walked   

 into an Apple store [ tipped off by OIC ] when I had questions about problems with the   

 Apple computer products I relied on for my business Kraemer Inc., the illegal NYPD remote 

 access cyber-security breach was causing. By 04/2014 the hacks caused me to default on my 

 American Express and my Capital One line of credit just after Judge Edward Smith was   

 appointed federal judge.  

14.  04/21/2017 I got a computer science Ph.D. candidate on her last day working at the Apple  

 14th Street Store genius bar to look at my 13 MacBook Air [ No.FVFSD3CVH3QF ].  

 She said “I did not own the device” I bought from that store and someone else “owned” the   

 volume and bootstrap tokens. That although I “owned” the physical computer some third   

 party had total control over the operating system. She said she'd never seen anything like   

 that before and made detailed notes and submitted them to Apple.    

15. Because the criminals are professionals and using their law enforcement credentials for   

 criminal means were able to make it very difficult to discover their identity thus collecting   

 proof beyond a reasonable doubt against them took considerable time. Police, including IAB 

 regularly lied about their access and collaboration with private security.   

II RETALIATION BY APPLE SECURITY NYPD AND OIC.                     

16. My attempts to remove the wire-tap from my Apple devices was meet with threat of future   

 violence by TWO NYPD and a number OIC SECURITY employees when I was leaving the 

 Apple Store after setting up an Apple Business account. One OIC SECURITY made a death   

 threat on my way out of the store.   
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17. 03/26/2023 11:00 PM Apple Store Fifth Avenue Flagship Store.                                          

 NYPD SECURITY THREAT. NYPD looked directly at me swirling his finger around his  

 head non-verbally stating that I was crazy. This criminal clown, knew who I was, threatened 

 me for setting up my Apple Business account for my company Kraemer Inc. a brand design   

 agency with clients like IBM, PwC, SWATCH, Korn Ferry International, MARSH, The   

 The American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee. 

18.  03/27/2023 Apple Store Fifth Avenue Flagship Store.                                                     

 DEATH THREAT BY OIC SECURITY walking out of Apple 5th Ave at the top of the   

 stairs spiral after finalizing my Apple Business account.  Death threat from Apple’s OIC   

 security team. Terrifying that these animals has access to my business credentials, my clients 

 information and personal information and much more. 

19.  04/25/2023 Apple Store Fifth Avenue Flagship Store.   

  NYPD COUNTER TERRORIST LEE NO. 25041 NYPD threats of future violence.   

 Induced terrorism. I was there to harden the security of my iPhone device—which   

 NYPD was still tampering with—to protect myself from their violent racketeering.  

  https://youtu.be/-ZmxVJlj3dA 

20.  06/22/2023 Apple Store 401 West 14th Street. 

  OIC SECURITY AT THE ENTRANCE—THREATS OF FUTURE VIOLENCE 

21. 05/16/2019 | 7:18 PM Apple Store 401 West 14th Street. 

 NYPD TRAFFIC COP HIDING IN BATHROOM STALL using established NYPD pidgin         

 very loudly, threatening me for recovering transcripts of a court officer violently trafficking      

 a child [ my daughter ] through the courts with the help of a judge.   
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22. 09/08/2023 | 1:00 AM GRAND LARCNY - ALLIED UNIVERSAL SECURITY  

 McDonald’s 401 Park Ave South NY NY. An Allied Universal Security guard was  

 making very clear, crisp, threats in connection to my web searches for a new car on my 13”  

 Apple M1 MacBook Air [ No. FVFFLNT7Q6L4 ]. When I confronted him, he confessed  

 that his employer, Allied Universal Security, instructed him to openly harass me in  

 connection to my computer searches and content entry, which Allied Universal was actively  

 monitoring and would cue the guard when to harass me.   

23.  09/08/2023 PM Apple Store Fifth Avenue knowingly sold me a 15” Apple M2 MacBook Air 

 [ No. KF9G6QJ4JX ] with a non-judicial wiretap installed. The non-judical wiretap [ in use 

 since 2011] 

24. 09/08/2023 Apple’s OIC Security closely tied with NYPD, made sure I knew the computer   

 was hacked right after I opened it at the Fifth Avenue Apple Store. 

25. 09/08/2023 Apple employees created remote access capacities through SSH on my new 15”  

 Apple M2 MacBook Air by changing critical SSH default values and gave themselves  

 screen sharing access to my device. Apple store’s security company OIC owned by retired  

 NYPD are responsible for Apple’s inventory gave themselves remote access to my new  

 device. Between my making the purchase and the 15 minutes it took Apple employees to  

 pull it from their inventory and bringing it to me “someone” within OIC security’s oversight  

 went into the device’s SSH settings and opened backdoors to give themselves remote access  

 to the device.  That access was passed to Allied Universal Security who also guards my  

 bank, TD Bank and has tracked me around NY City making threats of future violence when  

 I typed into my computer. 
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III VERIFICATION OF CRIME BY STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT  

26. 06/26/2023 PENNSYLVANIA INSPECTOR GENERAL 

 I presented my facts and supporting evidence including information about Apple, NYPD   

 and OIC Security making threats of future violence to me while conducting business at   

 Apple. These facts were initially sent to Robert Wilkinson Executive Office for U.S.  

 Attorneys U.S DOJ.  

 1.  INTRODUCTION 

 2.  PA EVENTS 2006 to 2015 

 3.  NY EVENTS 2011 to 2023 

 THE PA IG SAID WHAT I REPORTED TO THEM WERE CRIMES AND:  

A.  Recommended the NYAG to address the illegal police non-judicial wiretap.                                           

B.  Recommended the PAAG investigate Medicaid fraud used for a child slave trading business.               

C.  Recommended the DOJ address the issue of NINE Court officers fraud upon the federal   

 court concealing a violent child slave trading business and lied to the U.S. Delaware    

 Attorney.  

27.  07/16/2023 THE NY STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL                                                             

 After contacting the NY State Attorney General and giving them the same information I   

 gave to the Pennsylvania Inspector General the NYAG Criminal Division issued a letter to   

 me naming: lobbyist Pitta Bishop & DeGirno LLC, Manhattan Housing Court Judge Peter   

 Wendt and then via phone informed me of an open investigation of NYPD Inspector Brian   

 McGinn of the 20th Precinct from my neighborhood who had been previously named by the 

 FBI for taking bribes from landlords in my neighborhood.  
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 The AG’s recommendation was to contact the New York State Commission on Judicial   

 Conduct and to be sure to include the letter from the New York Attoreny General and to   

 “mention that you are adding new information.” 

 DOCUMENTS AND EVIDENCE REVIEWED BY THE PA AG WERE SENT TO: 

Robert Montague Wilkinson 
Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys 

 U.S. Department of Justice 
 950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Room 2242 
 Washington, DC 20530-0001 

 1.  INTRODUCTION 

 2.  PA EVENTS 2006 to 2015 

 3.  NY EVENTS 2011 to 2023 

 IV DOCUMENT AND FTC WARNING LETTER REQUEST  

28. I was a well-respected brand designer. I rely on Apple’s computer products to run my 

business. My company Kraemer Inc. has been repeatedly retained by some of the most 

prestigious companies in the United States: IBM, PwC, SWATCH, Marsh, Korn Ferry 

International, various top law firms like Akin Gump, and nonprofits: The American Jewish 

Joint Distribution Committee and the Union of Concerned Scientists. 

29. Apple has made false and misleading advertising statements about the safety and privacy 

protections of its products. In my case, Apple’s computer product software was altered by 

police, security firms and employees retained by Apple. Remote access was maliciously 

programmed into computers I bought from Apple and used to destroy my business on behalf 

of a violent child trafficking enterprise principal Republican Judge Edward Smith while he 

was seeking a federal judge appointment. Concurrently my landlord Florence Edelstein who 

triple charged an illegal rent and owed me $850,934.97 in illegal rent overcharges was 
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recruited to gas me out of my apartment at the same time. This on behalf of a child 

trafficking enterprise that tortured children before cognitive assessment exams to drop 

their I.Q. scores manufacturing business for special education healthcare contractors, social 

service contractors, and nursing homes.  

  

30. THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION under the Fair Credit Reporting Act Section        

 609(e) has a duty to send a warning letter and a letter seeking documentation from Apple  

 about its (i) store employees; (ii) security contractor OIC; (iii) and security contractor  

 NYPD participating in RICO 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) and to immediately prevent their access to  

 Apple’s products and that Apple package their products with a tamper proof seal to assure  

 the consumer that NO ONE has had access to a laptop, computer, iPad, iPhone products to  

 prevent future tampering and remote access to customers by corrupt and criminal employees  

 for private gain and criminal purposes.  

SPECIFICALLY  

1. WARNING LETTER FOR APPLE TO STOP AT ONCE its employees, OIC security 

employees and NYPD security contract employees from continuing non-judicial access to 

my business devices from Apple. 

2. That APPLE reimburse me for every computer I purchased since 2011. 

3. The FTC make APPLE pay damages for lost business and injuries I have suffered due to its 

Store’s willful negligence.
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4. Seek criminal prosecution.  03/27/2023 death threat from OIC SECURITY for my simply 

showing up at the Apple Fifth Avenue store to make a purchase and set up an Apple 

Business Account.  

5.  Seek criminal prosecution. 04/25/2023 NYPD Counter Terrorist Lee No. 25041.   

  Mr. Lee thought he should be using his time to dissuade me from making purchases at  

 the Apple's Fifth Avenue Flagship Store through vailed threats of future violence.   

 Furthermore I want to know what the fuck this clown NYPD Counter Terrorist Lee has  

 done to prevent violent systemic child trafficking that was confirmed by the PA IG and  

 verified by the New York Times after I wrote to my ex-girl friend there. Just what the  

 fuck is this idiot doing if not furthering systemic child trafficking. The FTC has an   

 obligation to bring criminal charges against EVERY cop that decided it would be better  

 to augment their wallet size by deterring me instead of pursuing a well defined, and   

 valid claim of child traffickers that ensnared and tortured my daughter Emilie Kraemer.    

Agreement Among Competitors To Violently Suppress And Steal From A Victim

6. Seek criminal prosecution. NYPD SECURITY

7. Seek criminal prosecution. OIC SECURITY

8. Seek criminal prosecution. ALLIED UNIVERSAL SECURITY

9. Seek criminal prosecution. PARAGON SECURITY

10. Seek criminal prosecution. GLOBAL SECURITY

11. Seek criminal prosecution. APPLE employees who participated in the scheme. 

12. Seek criminal prosecution. Against my Landlord Florence Edelsten and the New York State 

Commission on Judicial Conduct for theft. I overpaid rent by 20 years. Florence Edelstein 

HAS to repay the $850,934.97 overcharge to me.  It is the LAW. The NY AG knows it and 
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has asked the Judiciary Panel to reissue an order. The Commission understanding their 

liability from dodging my last inquiry has decided to drag this out, not answer and refuse by 

omission of duty to provide me with a case number. Notwithstanding the NY Attoreny 

Generals 07/16/2023 letter where she made it a point to: 

(i) For me to share the letter from her office with the Judical Commission

(ii) To let the Judical Commission know this was new information. They are obstructing justice 

and violating federal law in furtherance of a real estate monopoly. 

  

13. THE FTC issue a WARNING letter to NYS and City Officials of violating Antitrust laws on 

behalf NYC landlords. Landlords bribing NYPD, Housing Court Judges and the 

Commission continues to be a serious problem. After paying rent on time for 17 years I was 

assaulted by Florence Edelstein with toxic fumes 11/04/2013 the same day NYPD Inspector 

Brian McGinn received his bribe from Jona Rechnitz. 11/06/2013 while Judge Ed Smith was 

before the U.S. Senate Judical Committee, more toxic fumes were discharged by Florence 

Edelstein.  

14. Ms. Edelstein forced then illegally locked me from an apartment I paid for well into the 

future. NYPD refuse to force my access without a judge’s order even though the robbery is 

obvious. The order is being held up by the NYS Judical Commission after being asked to 

review new information by the New York Attoreny General.  They tic away at the clock, 

while setting up assaults and attempted murder. 

Florence And Michale Edelstein.
Edel Family Management Corp; Majestic Realty Corp.
2207 Coney Island Avenue Brooklyn, NY 11223
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PROOF OF APPLE PRODUCT TAMPERING 

15. SEIM AUDIT Proving tampering of SSH through terminal [remote access]  See attached 

report.  Apple employees created remote access capacities through SSH on my new 15” 

Apple M2 MacBook Air by changing critical SSH default values and gave themselves 

screen sharing access to my device. SEIM AUDIT, ORIGINAL SEIM DATA. 

(i) The SSH protocol should not be Version 1. Version 2 has been default since 2006.  

(ii) Allowed: Permit empty passwords. It is not a default setting by almost any circumstance. 

(iii) Allowed: rhosts or shosts for authentication. 

(iv) Used outdated MD5 password hashing algorithm. Standard is SHA-512  

16. MOBILE DEVICE MANAGEMENT ACCESS TO MY DEVICES.  

 04/21/2017 Apple Store 14th Street, NY NY 10014. Documentation from Apple Genius Bar   

 employee.  04/21/2017 An Apple employee, A female computer science Ph.D. candidate   

 created a significant document to report to APPLE that I did not have root access to the   

 device, that someone else owned the computer volume even though I bought the 13    

 MacBook Air Serial No. FVFSD3CVH3QF at that store. And that “she’d never seen    

 anything like that before” She was describing MDM access to my device.  

17. All Apple employees to date have refused to look for her notes and documentation when I   

 attempt to hold Apple accountable for hacking into my device.  

 - I seek every note, security file and manager comment.   

 - I seek any communication between Apple employees and security about my purchases.  

 - I seek any union related activity causing Apple employees to break the law.  
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17. ID VERFICATION 

(i) Attached is a copy of my New York Drivers license for verification 

(ii)  My Apple ID is kraemer.tom@gmail.com   

(iii) MyApple Business account ID is admin@kraemerinc.com for my company Kraemer    

Design Inc. or kraemer@kraemerinc.com 

18. PLEASE SEND MY DOCUMENTS TO  

Thomas Kraemer / C/o Staples mail.  

500 Eighth Avenue  

PO Box 1539 

New York, NY 10023  

A PDF WITH HYPER LINKS TO EVIDENCE CAN BE FOUND HERE 

https://www.kraemerinc.com/discov/FTC%20-%20APPLE.pdf 

  
Thomas Kraemer | 10/19/2023 
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